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Chapter 1 : 50 Best Front Yard Landscaping Ideas and Garden Designs for
Landscape designer Stephen Carruthers designed his front garden in Portland, Ore., to be enjoyed from the entry gate
to the doorway, as well as from indoors. The L-shaped house forms two walls of the front garden, while a fence with a
Japanese-style gate encloses the garden on the remaining sides.

Garden , Outdoor decorations Thanks in part to rising home prices and the circulation of inspirational garden
photos on sites like Pinterest and Instagram, homeowners have begun to see their front yards in a new light.
For instance, nearly every front yard benefits from utilizing a mixture of evergreens and colorful seasonal
flowers. Depending on your climate and commitment you may be able to even make use of flowering
evergreens such as azaleas to create a welcoming front yard that requires almost no effort. However, you
should also be mindful of your commitment level and your environment when planning a garden. Every plant
has specific watering and sunlight needs. In this front garden idea, a mixture of annual and perennial flowers
such as hydrangeas and petunias are used for a pop of color while a few evergreen bushes ensure year-round
greenery. What makes this particular design so appealing is the use of window boxes. This is a great way to
add instant beauty to any home but is especially useful for guest homes, show homes, or houses that are on the
market. Mini Water Feature Entryway Source: This small nook between the front door and the garage makes
use of an otherwise underutilized space for a pondless fountain. A small pump inside the glazed pot keeps the
water circulating. If you have a shaded corner where plants struggle to grow, a small fountain makes a great
alternative to a rock garden or weeds. This option is also well-suited to homeowners who like the sounds made
by a water feature but do not want to care for a pond or large fountain. Cottage-Style Planted Wheelbarrow
Source: This sweet idea would be fantastic for almost any yard but is especially well-suited for cottage
gardens. While many kinds of flowers would be ideal for this kind of garden display, petunias, fuschias, and
other hanging basket favorites are particularly pretty when they spill over the sides. To ensure the best results,
make sure to use a high-quality potting mix which will retain water in the wheelbarrow to keep your flowers
happy during hot summer weather. Classic Boxwood Edged Pathway Source: Although simple and
monochromatic, the tightly leaved branches of boxwood shrubs can be easily shaped into any number of
designs. Left small and round as shown in this front garden idea, or clipped into a short rectangular hedge,
they help guide the eye to the front door of a house, and subtly encourage visitors to use the pathway instead
of walking on the grass. Paired with a short but colorful groundcover such as creeping thyme or phlox, a short
hedge can be one of the lowest-maintenance options for flower beds and walkway borders. In this example,
evergreen bushes are interspersed with spring and summer flowers as well as annual greenery to create a lush
cottage garden. Easy-to-Update Potted Border Source: While especially useful for bulbs which need special
care and often need to be overwintered indoors, you can also buy potted flowers, evergreen shrubs, or creeping
groundcovers and simply swap them out for new plants as the seasons change. This is an especially useful idea
for neglected side yards which are left bare. You can also use this idea to add showy if short-lived annuals in
an established perennial beds. Showy Succulent Stone Planters Source: Succulents are available in many color
varieties and require very little care. Be sure to use a mixture of textures and types including small yuccas or
aloes for height and creeping succulents to fill in gaps for the best results. Western gardeners will appreciate
how little water and care this kind of display requires, but this kind of succulent planter can be used in almost
any climate. If you live in an area with cold or wet winters, bring your planters inside to keep your succulents
happy. While evergreens certainly keep a yard from feeling bare in the winter, azaleas have the added benefit
of producing breathtaking floral displays during the spring and early summer. They come in a wide variety of
colors from deep fuschia to white and are adapted to a large number of climates. Mixed with other
non-blooming evergreens, as they are in this example, they add interest to an entryway display without the
extra work of maintaining blooming annual flowers or bulbs. Clematis Climbing Wall Source: As an
alternative to ivy, consider establishing several trellises for clematis. This showy flower comes in endless
varieties as there are more than species in the genus. Keep it in cool, moist soil for the best displays, and make
sure it gets plenty of sun. In colder areas, it is deciduous, while in warmer areas it can be an evergreen. Either
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way, you will be blessed with a proliferation of showy flowers every summer. While pink and purple colors
are most common, flowers come in every shade from white to bright red to indigo and in many different
flower shapes. Upcycled Vintage Bicycle Planter Source: Lean it up against a tree or against a wall and use
colorful annuals or ivy as seen in this front garden idea. If you want to add a more decorative touch, include
antiqued signs or other rustic elements. As with all container gardens, be sure to use a high-quality potting mix
which drains well but holds moisture to keep your flowers happy during hot weather. However, there are some
varieties of annual as well as many groundcovers which can thrive in this environment. Sweet alyssum,
coleus, begonias, touch-me-nots, and pansies are all able to enjoy this kind of shaded ground. But a rough,
unmortared rock wall could be used instead for a more rustic look. By staggering the layout of the blocks you
can create small planters for succulents around the outside of the main raised bed. This kind of block wall
creates a simple and clean look that compliments modern landscaping well. Instead of the plants shown here,
you can use plants best suited to your climate such as evergreens, ferns, hostas, and so on. Keep in mind that
the best way to replicate this front yard landscaping idea is by keeping the plantings sparse and the lines clean.
Simple Lighted Driveway Bed Source: Not only does this give your yard a tidier and more appealing look, but
it allows you to add lighting to the edge of the driveway to guide guests to your door. Both solar and wired
lights are available in most gardening and home stores and, along with the small boxwood shrubs, create
instant curb appeal for any house. Lush Hydrangeas and Hostas Source: While it may seem monochrome to
many, the lush combination of hostas and hydrangeas creates a simple but pleasing spring and summer option.
Ideally, you should pair these two plants with a few evergreens to ensure year-round interest, as the verdant
beauty of the hostas will fade with the first frosts. Both hydrangeas and hostas like and even prefer some
shade, so this combination is best suited to yards with mature trees or in areas where they will be shaded by
the house itself during the afternoon. As you can see in this example, water-wise gardening does not have to
mean a spartan aesthetic! Many traditional garden flowers such as roses are actually quite hardy in drier yards,
and flowering herbs like rosemary, lavender, and thyme do amazingly well with little watering. In this
particular yard, a small water and rock feature has created an appealing backdrop for a wide variety of
drought-resistant plants and creates a rustic cottage feel to what might otherwise be a rather ordinary
entryway. Broad paved pathways converge to create a small plaza in the middle of this yard. The entry gate is
flanked by planted urns which add interest and height to the garden, and also help to highlight the simple but
charming fountain and its flower bed. Petunias are hardy plants and will continue to flower in hot weather,
making them an ideal choice for this type of display. Water-wise annuals and groundcovers ring the fountain
without crowding it. Easy Care Evergreen Entryway Source: No time to garden? Want an entryway landscape
that you can virtually ignore? Evergreens like junipers require relatively little watering, stay green year round,
and are hard to kill once they are established. At this home, a small fountain has been added as well as a few
annuals for some color. The contrast between the planted beds and the neatly clipped lawn make this aesthetic
ideal not only for a residence but for businesses, too! The large concrete orbs in the gravel bed create a focal
point, but you could easily replace them with topiary evergreens or with large natural stone boulders for a
more rustic vibe. Rustic Log Planters Source: As a bonus, you probably already have a stump or log in your
yard you can use for this kind of display. If not, try searching the free ads in your area, and you are likely to
find someone who is more than willing to give you their downed tree. While a log planter looks great in many
yards, it will truly look at home in a rustic cottage garden. Porch Full of Petunias Source: In this yard, petunias
are used both in the hanging baskets on the porch but as a highlight in the flower beds as well. This is not only
practical but helps to visually tie the look of the home and yard together with color. More front garden ideas
on the next pageâ€¦.
Chapter 2 : | Southern Living
Browse our photos of entryways, and find ideas for making your home entrance gorgeous. Let your entryway decor
follow the style of the rest of your home for visual unity. Find entryways by style in our Decorating Gallery -- from
traditional to modern to cottage -- and find ideas for both formal and casual entryways.
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Chapter 3 : About Your Privacy on this Site
For most homes, the front door garden is the guest's first impression of you and is scrutinized the most closely. As a
result, you should practice restraint in the chosen accents and plants for entryways used in your front door garden
design.

Chapter 4 : Entryways- Designing Your Front Entryway and Walkway - The Concrete Network
50 Creative Front Yard Landscaping Ideas and Garden Designs for There are some front garden ideas which are
universally useful. For instance, nearly every front yard benefits from utilizing a mixture of evergreens and colorful
seasonal flowers.

Chapter 5 : Front Entryway Landscaping Ideas | Home Guides | SF Gate
The front entryway should complement a house, add to its curb appeal, and connect it visually to the overall landscape.
It's the first thing people see when they come to your house. It's the first thing people see when they come to your
house.

Chapter 6 : Entryways, Steps and Courtyard Pictures - Gallery - Landscaping Network
These eye-catching front porch ideas will help you add seasonal touches to your home entrance for fall. Whether it's a
DIY farmhouse wreath or a harvest-inspired pumpkin door hanger, you're sure to find beautiful fall inspiration for your
front entry.

Chapter 7 : 20+ Garden Ideas - Inspirational Gardening Ideas | Garden Design
In the examples of landscaping for front door entrances that we've considered so far, the ground between the street and
the entryway has been level. In such cases, pursuing the objectives of leading the viewer's eye to the entryway and
making the route to the house entrance inviting are not pressing matters.

Chapter 8 : Home Entryway Design - Landscaping Network
It's intimidating to experiment in full view, but the payoff is great. Here are some landscaping ideas for front yard
entryway gardens.

Chapter 9 : Front Entrance Landscaping Ideas | Garden Guides
Gorgeous Entryway Entry Table Ideas Designed With Every Style entry table decor, entry table diy,entry table christmas
decor, entry table decor modern Adorable 96 Rustic Country Home Decor Ideas. entryways that are modern and rustic.
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